OPPORTUNITIES FROM CRISIS
Business strategy, operations strategy, and mission, vision and
core values are inextricably linked. Any leader of a
manufacturing company who didn’t realize that before March
of 2020 has certainly experienced the reality since. Supply
chain management (SCM), part of operations, finally reached
the board meeting agenda. Sadly it’s because of sudden and
major shifts in supply and demand of a wide swath of goods
and services that most SCM systems were not prepared to
handle.
While no strategy could have prepared your business for many
of the immediate impacts of the global COVID-19 pandemic,
and a new or modified strategy is required for each of your
businesses, an effective operations strategy could have limited
the upheaval. As you work through the current challenges,
many lessons are there for the taking.
As some businesses close, others try to figure out how to
survive with sales down 80%, others try to manage part of
their business booming while other parts barely hang on, and
yet others try to finance materials and labor for 300%
increases in sales, virtually no manufacturer has been
untouched by this global pandemic.
People died from lack of a ventilator; medical personnel wore
single-use protective gear for multiple 12-hour shifts;
concerned individuals could not buy thermometers. This
health-care crisis impacted our worlds far beyond health-care
industries. The interconnectedness of businesses, industries,
people, and economies was laid bare.
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Trips to stores returned empty-handed because there was no
toilet paper, hand sanitizer, or fresh meat to be found. Toilet
paper reflected a perfect storm of skyrocketing home use and
operational capital equipment and material strategies that
precluded switching production from industrial products to
home products. Hogs and cows were killed as meat producers
shut down due to COVID outbreaks in close working
conditions. Farm bankruptcies expanded.
Many traditional manufacturers couldn’t continue normal
production because suppliers had shut down or customers quit
buying. Even those that supply medical equipment saw
massive declines in demand as the health-care community
focused on immediate needs rather than high-end equipment.
All of this impacted consumer goods and services beyond the
obvious as employees were negatively impacted. Even the repo
man saw demand plummet when governments and financial
institutions allowed delayed payments.
Truck farmers threw away tons of fresh produce as their
restaurant customers shut down. Those farmers were not
approved suppliers to any of the ready-to-prepare meal
services such as Freshly or Purple Carrot, companies that saw
demand skyrocket as people increasingly ate at home, nor did
they have distribution systems at-the-ready.
Now that these front-page fumbles have your attention, there
is no better time (other than before all this happened) to
increase understanding of the strategic role operations and
SCM play in the world economy, your industry, and most
immediately, in your business.
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SO WHAT ARE OPERATIONS AND SUPPLY
CHAIN?
If you believe supply chain to be a fancy term for purchasing,
with a little inventory control tossed in, you are one among
many. And a few short decades ago you would have been right.
But as with many professions, the more we learn and the more
our environment changes, the more we see that was not within
our vision before.
Every manufacturer is aware of Henry Ford’s totally vertically
integrated approach to making you a Ford in any color you
wanted, as long as it was black. He sought control of costs,
quality and supplies. His decision to own and operate power
plants, rubber plantations, iron-ore mines, foundries, machine
shops and all other needed capabilities, along with the
assembly line and sales showrooms gave him the control he
sought, but with the downside of huge capital investment, fixed
overhead, and complex operations to coordinate.
For those organizations, purchasing and inventory control
were intracompany transactions. Few decisions were required
and certainly qualifying suppliers, considering transport costs,
and environmental impact were not among them.
Looking much more recently, Boeing converted from being a
manufacturer to a design and assembly company. Their
Dreamliner became the Nightmare-liner, as they discovered
that there is much more to supply chain than issuing purchase
orders when living a horizontally integrated business model.
Those examples represent opposite ends of the pendulum that
swings from strategic conglomerate to core competency and
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back again. Neither of those strategies, or all those in between,
is right nor wrong, but all will fail miserably without capable
operations and supply chain to strategically plan and execute
them.
Operations, which certainly includes supply chain,
encompasses the full set of strategies and execution from
product development through sourcing and acquisition –
which includes both internal manufacturing / production
operations and external options— through distribution,
returns and repairs, and customer service and retention.
Probably none of your organizations reflect that view in your
organizational chart, and I am not suggesting that it has to. I
just ask that you remember that the majority of costs are
designed in, that a design that requires a component or
material with only one capable supplier in the world is not a
good business option, and that parts minimization and
rationalization are simplifying processes that greatly impact
the business. Engineers cannot be expected to address any of
these questions wisely without active participation of supply
chain professionals.
Unless your company is by mission and vision a manufacturer
first, and everything else second, the decision to source
internally vs externally is an active one, not a default. The old
make/buy calculation remains important, but there is so much
more to doing it wisely than the equations suggest.
In the 1980s several countries required domestic
manufacturers not source from South Africa because of
apartheid. Conflict minerals and blood diamonds are current
“don’t touch that” items. Do your suppliers abuse child labor,
damage the environment, do business with black market
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businesses or pay ransom and bribes? Environmental impacts,
socioeconomic factors and ethical guidelines are instilled in
most manufacturing core values today. Who ensures those
factors are reflected in all business relationships?
Single source and solo source are two different realities, and
many argue for multiple sources for both risk aversion and
competing prices. The “right” decision can change and must be
integrated within overall strategy. Just how many partners can
one company have for a key component? Without a clear and
common understanding of “partnership” coupled with risk
management options and competitive value from a supplier,
that question is unanswerable. Does it matter that using
multiple suppliers for an item or material increases variation?
Distribution alternatives are certainly strategic at the highest
levels of the business – direct to market vs through
distributors vs a combination, for example. Those decisions
impact a host of other factors that directly impact speed, cost,
and working capital. And then there are those occasional
changes like Brexit that can make a previously brilliant
decision horrendous. Little things like currency translation,
relative pricing, regulatory requirements and tariffs can have
the same impact. But as treasury and accounting might
recommend moving a distribution center from one place to
another, logistics and environmental might have arguments to
the contrary. It is operations and supply chain that should be
responsible for balancing all these issues to the benefit of the
company and all of its constituencies.
Many of you may think I am crazy for including customer
service and customer retention as part of operations, and
perhaps I am, but consider these few questions:
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• Who do salespeople go to for order- or customer-specific
answers?
• Who is best positioned to proactively communicate with
customers, whether about lead-times, inputs needed for
decision-making or for discussing an order problem?
• Who makes most of the quickly-required priority
decisions when choices have to be made to favor one
customer or another?
• Do customers leave because of the salesman, or because
of the performance of operations? Do they stay because
of the salesman, or because of the performance of
operations?
• Would you rather have your salesman selling, or
babysitting?
The answer to that last question likely swings based on your
trust in supply chain and operations. If they are incapable, fix
it. If they are capable, leverage your resources appropriately.
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CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS, TECHNOLOGY
AND GLOBALIZATION
Manufacturing used to be easy. Make what the customer
wanted and ship them about the right quantity when you
could, regardless of when they needed it. Deviations were
invented to address out-of-spec conditions that the customer
probably could use anyway. We expected the customer to
understand just how hard our jobs were.
Those days are long gone. Toyota ruined it for many
manufacturers, with Amazon, Uber and Netflix putting a bow
on the “we want exactly what we want exactly when we want it
and exactly where we want it and no more and no less”
performance customers now expect. These widely adopted
expectations turn traditional operations upside down; without
effective operations thinking integrated with business strategy
these changes are impossible to make.
Every one of those customer expectation examples is an
operations opportunity brought to reality.
With technology advances, Netflix moved from mailing
physical DVDs to streaming and the concept of on-demand
viewing. Our cell phones, rarely used to make or receive calls,
became the means to order books, meals, and transportation.
That technology also allowed repurposed ERP systems to
utilize barcodes, RFID and geofencing to track goods precisely.
Blockchain enables full provenance of diamonds to verify no
blood was involved as it also positions recalls of foodstuffs to
narrowly impact only the exact source of a problem. Sensors
have been around for decades but now we are beginning to
understand that listening to our equipment, our inventory, our
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containers and more can positively impact uptime, speed,
quality, and movement toward our mission and vision.
Every one of those technology examples is a an operations
opportunity brought to reality.
Global industrialization is not new; Henry Ford built a plant in
England in 1911, and his were hardly the first international
operations. But with the advent of affordable airfare, enhanced
speed and accuracy of container handling, and political
transitions supporting cross-border trade, globalization
erupted. With unequal economic success around the world,
richer nations began outsourcing production to low-labor-rate
countries, which also happened to have looser environmental
regulations. If you compete on price and price alone, this may
have seemed logical. But that mentality came at a huge cost
which is only recently acknowledged.
In the strong global economy of 2019 and early 2020
manufacturers in those wealthier countries were frustrated
searching desperately for skilled labor. Where had it gone? Of
course, when skilled jobs were outsourced to other countries,
the domestic skilled pool had to change careers. You can find
many in healthcare and other service roles. And many retired,
taking their expertise with them. Does the damage to the
environment matter? Does the health of those low-wage-rate
families matter?
There were other ways to reduce costs, if that was in fact the
goal. By listening to the right operations and supply chain
experts, you may have considered other materials, production
methods, or more value-add to maintain margins and sales. But
if you simply hired buyers and supervisors and expected
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miracles retroactively, well, going to low-labor-rate countries
might have been the only option you considered.
Every one of these global examples highlights the importance
of understanding Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and
operations.
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SO WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
We loved the ability to sell our products worldwide, and loved
cheap labor, but alas, all good things must come to an end. And
we return to our COVID conditions.
Most ventilators are made in Ireland; most healthcare PPE is
made in China. No company could have been expected to
inventory strategic supplies to support a pandemic, or any
other major disruption. Unfortunately, governments had done
a poor job of that as well. Falling in love with cheap has cost
many countries lives, along with their economies.
Now the discussion of reshoring is top of lung. “Bring it all
back!” some yell. But seriously, how many companies will
make that decision independently? Practically none. Why not?
Haven’t they learned anything?
What many manufacturers around the world have learned is
that they can change quickly from making widgets to making
gidgets . They learned the importance of knowing the financial
stability of the entire supply chain, from the customers’
customers to the suppliers’ suppliers. They know that someone
3 levels down on the Bill of Material can shut them down just
as surely as if it were their own operations. They know that
“partners” will unilaterally extend payment terms to 3%/60
Net 180.
More than anything else, manufacturers worldwide have seen
that we are all interconnected, dependent upon one another.
We can outsource supply, but we cannot outsource
responsibility. Technology is never a solution, but rather is an
enabler of solutions. Global markets are attractive but are not
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simple. Without strategic thinking that considers all these
factors, we are merely waiting for the next disaster to hit.
Can you be fully prepared for the unpredictable? No. It’s hard
enough being fully prepared for the fully predictable. But we
can certainly understand that outsourcing high-labor-content
to China might reduce labor costs, but required inventory
levels to support the extended lead times coupled with all
factors in TCO may make that a questionable decision other
than for serving Asian markets. Perhaps a regional
supply/demand approach would make more sense for
manufacturers considering global business. And thinking of the
indirect consequences, for example losing domestic skilled
labor pools, could suggest we look harder at internal cost
improvements. Like in product design itself. Or in other
aspects of operations strategy.
The missed opportunity was manufacturers having a crisis
response plan in place. No, you couldn’t predict this crisis, but
you could have mapped your entire supply chain (customers’
customers to suppliers’ suppliers), known geography and
financial stability along the way, and had partner agreements
that included “pull cord in case of emergency” diversion to
other locations or companies. As this crisis unfolded you would
have more quickly and better seen alternatives. Yes, it would
have required investment up front, but any strategy without a
genuine risk assessment and crisis plan is a start with the
potential to not finish.
Topics that have been around for years, such as forecasting
demand, must be considered anew with massive changes in
customer buying behaviors. Just how much will return to prior
patterns and how much will be forever changed is something
every manufacturer must consider.
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Is the Toyota Production System (TPS, with varied versions
often called “lean”) approach appropriate and does their
regional strategy make sense for you? Operations and supply
chain strategies can enable new business models, product
supply strategies, and certainly logistics and distribution
alternatives. Of course, technology is becoming integral to
operations and supply chain strategies.
The point of this e-book is to demonstrate how strategic
thinking in operations is integral to the future of any
manufacturing business.
If you would like help developing internal strategic thinking,
operational capabilities, or a complete operations strategy, let
me know. I am happy to invest time in understanding your
position, mission and vision, and capabilities. Together we can
identify the path forward.
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